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INTRODUCTION

Since the September 6, 1983 report, Norman Resources Ltd. has continued its 

work program in the Hemlo area of Ontario. An airborne survey consisting of 

helicopter borne electromagnetic and magnetic instrumentation was flown over the 

property. The results has indicated some interesting trends that are worthy of 

more work. Also in the area, new information has been released on the adjacent 

property to the north that demonstrates the need to re-evaluate the Norman 

property.

At the request of the Directors, the September 12, 1983 report is being 

updated to take into consideration the new developments on the Norman property, 

the new information available on the adjacent property to the north and to 

re-adjust the budget which, based on other work in the area in similar 

geological environments, is no longer realistic.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The information contained in this Addendum was obtained from private 

reports listed in the Bibliography. Technical data has been available from 

neighbouring properties through assessment files. Project supervision on the 

Qued Resources Corp. property has been OreQuest Consultants Ltd., field crews 

supplied by Manwa Exploration Ltd. Property operators on the Baylore Resources 

Limited property are OreQuest Consultants Ltd. Recommendations in this report 

are based on the private reports, project management of the Norman, Baylore and 

Qued properties, personal communication with the District Geologist and 

published documentation on the Hemlo deposits.
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GEOLOGY

Geological mapping and sampling on the adjacent properties to the west 

(Baylore Resources Ltd.) and to the north (Qued Resources Ltd.) have uncovered 

several trends that are important to the Norman property.

(

The first area of interest that will require more detailed investigation is 

near Line 2+OOE, Station 8+50N. An intermediate foliated tuff of andesitic 

composition is intruded by a quartz feldspar porphyry. Associated with this 

area is a gold geochemical anomaly. On the property to the west, along the same 

geological trend, gold geochemical anomalies are also present. Trenching will 

be required to determine the sources of the gold. The area is unfortunately 

predominately covered by overburden. An I.P. survey initially followed by a 

trenching program, are recommended for this area.

The second area of interest is the felsic metavolcanic trend that bisects 

the central portion of the property between L 1+OOE, Stations 2+OON to 4+OON and 

L 14+OOE, Stations 2+OOS to 6+50S. Mapping and sampling along the same 

geological trend on the Baylore ground (to the west) has discovered quartz eye 

crystal tuff contain barium mica (oellacherite) tourmaline crystals, pyrite 

mineralization and minor hematization. This type of geology is remarkably 

similar to the descriptions given to the footwall of the Teck-Corona deposit 

(George Patterson, personal communication). The crystal tuff occurrences were 

discovered along L 0+00, Station 4+17 North, approximately 100 metres west of 

the Norman property along in the same geological environment as seen on the 

Norman property. At Line 3+OOE, Station 1+75N on Norman is an occurrence mapped 

as a siliceous-quartz eye sericitic flow that is equivalent to the quartz eye
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crystal tuff seen on Baylore. The favourable geological trend extends through 

the middle of the Norman property. Unfortunately, the area of outcrop is poor. 

Overburden cover, estimated to be between 3 to 10 metres thick, dominates the 

trend. Outcrop is estimated to be only l-5ft. A great deal of trenching will be 

required, more trenching than was originally estimated in the Phase II budget.

On the Qued property to the north, recent trenching in the mafic volcanics 

similar to those mapped in the northern half of the Norman property have 

revealed an iron rich interflow sediment. Within this sediment is a 5 metre 

trenched section that has returned values of .012 to .081 oz/ton gold. The 

interflow sediment is a 15 metre thick sequence sandwiched between a massive 

crudely laminated mafic flow. Intruded into the sediment are quartz feldspar 

porphyries. Norman Resources contains similar occurrences within the mafic 

metavolcanics. Laminated sericitic layers and quartz feldspar porphyries occur 

in the central portion of the property, close to the contact with the felsic 

volcanic unit that contains lithological similarities to the Teck-Corona 

footwall zone. Again overburden and swamps cover favourable areas of the 

property. Detailed lithogeochemical sampling in the mafic volcanics, the felsic 

volcanics and along the contact zone are necessary. To facilitate the 

re-evaluation of the property more trenching and geophysics (to be discussed in 

the next section) are warranted.

The possibility exists that the mineralized section seen on Qued, has been 

repeated on the Norman ground. As well, the probability of a completely new 

mineralized system cannot be overlooked and will have to be investigated in the 

Phase II work program.
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GEOPHYSICS

Aerodat Limited has flown the Norman property utilizing a three frequency 

HEM and VLF electromagnetic system, a magnetometer and a radar positioning 

device. A total of 27.6 line kilometers (17.2 line miles) was flown over, the 

property at a 100 metre line spacing.

The survey shows two strong northwest-southwest trending EM conductors in 

the central portion of the property. A third conductor lies in the northeast 

corner of the property paralleling the same geological trend and continues onto 

the Qued property.

The two conductors in the central portion of the property may reflect 

bedrock according to the authors of the geophysical report. According to the 

author (Hogg) these types of conductors are indicative of faults or shear or 

possibly minor disseminated mineralization. He also states that:

"Gold, as a results of its low concentration and certain base metal 
sulphides due to poor electrical conduction, cannot be expected to 
produced a high conductance anomaly. Accessory conductive 
mineralization may produce a recognizable response, and indirectly 
provide an electromagnetic signature. Similarly, a fault or shear 
zone, favourable to mineral emplacement, may be identified by 
electrolytic, as opposed to mineral, conductivity.

The interpreted bedrock conductor axes deserve ground follow up 
consideration as zones potentially favourable to gold mineralization. 
Those of higher conductance may warrant investigation as potential 
base metal sulphide targets".

The conductors lie in an area of favourable geology, the contact area of 

the interpreted Corona style quartz eye crystal tuff and the mafic volcanics
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with possible interflow sediments. One of the conductors follows the trend of 

the "shear" reported in September 6, Norman Resources report. Not enough 

exposure of this "shear" is available that will allow any conclusions to be 

drawn. More work is warranted along the conductors, detailed geological and 

geophysical investigating to determine the sources of the conductors.

The third conductor, in the northeastern claims, trends from the Qued 

claims to the Norman property and has been investigated in more detail on the 

Qued claims. Qued has completed regional induced polarization (I.P.) surveys on 

this conductor and have discovered a strong anomaly that is coincident with the 

airborne BM conductor, a geochemical anomaly and the contact between felsic and 

mafic metavolcanic rocks. Qued is planning a detailed trenching and a 

preliminary drilling program beginning in late winter of 1984.

Qued has recently completed a 10 kilometer I.P. survey. The survey was 

successful in outlining three target areas, one of which was trenched and 

produced the gold values discussed in the geological section of this report. 

The I.P. has proven a valuable tool in searching for deposits in the Hemlo camps 

and has been used extensively by the three major players in the Hemlo camp 

(Teck-Corona, Golden Sceptre-Noranda and Lac Minerals). Qued has only just 

begun its I.P. coverage, more lines are planned to extend the known anomalies. 

To date 818,000 has been spent on the I.P. survey, at least the same amount is 

planned for the next stage of exploration. The Norman budget calls for 812,000 

to be spent on I.P. and airborne geophysical surveys. To date approximately 

83,000 has been spent on the airborne leaving only 89,000 for the I.P. survey, 

Since the target on Norman is similar to the Qued target, more I.P. will be
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necessary as part of the Phase II budget.

CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDED PROGRAM

Work to date on the Norman property, supplemented by the work done on Qued 

Resources Corp. to the north and Baylore Resources Ltd. to the west, has 

demonstrated that the Norman property lies in a favourable geological belt that 

requires detailed Phase II work to properly evaluate the claim block.

Several areas of the property warrant detailed examinations. Trenching, 

detailed geological mapping, and sampling are required in the felsic volcanics 

that lie along trend from the quartz eye crystal tuff located immediately west 

of the property boundary. Detailed work is also necessary in the area of the 

quartz eye porphyries and laminated sericitic layers within the mafic volcanic 

in the east-central portion of the claims. More work is also recommended in the 

northwestern corner where anomalous gold values were discovered. Detailed 

investigation of the EM anomaly in the northeast corner of the property along 

trend of the Qued I.P., EM conductor is recommended.

Phase II should consist of a 20 kilometer reconnaissance I.P. survey (50 

metre separation) on the property. Detailed I.P. (25 metre separation) in 

anomalous area is recommended, but exact locations and distances will not be 

known until the reconnaissance I.P. is completed. Trenching and sampling is 

recommended in areas outlined in this report, especially in critical volcanic 

contact areas and on selected I.P. anomalies discovered during Phase II.

Phase III is contingent upon encouraging results from Phase II. Phase III



would consist of a preliminary diamond drilling program, testing target areas 

discovered in Phase II.



COST ESTIMATES 

PHASE II

Reconnaissance I.P. Survey - 20 km @ 1,200/km S 24,000
Detailed I.P. Survey - say 3.5 km @ 2,400/km 8,400
Trenching - 100 hours @ 5100/hour 10,000
Wages - Geologist - 15 days @ 8350/day 5,250

- Assistant - 30 days @ 8150/day 4,500
Supplies 4,500
Camp Costs - 70 days @ 855/day 3,850
Assays - 200 @ S207sample 4,000
Supervision and Report 6,500
Contingencies @ 10% 7.100

TOTAL COST OF PHASE II S 78.100 

PHASE III

Diamond Drilling - 2,000 metres @ SSO/metre 5160,000
Assays 12,000
Camp Costs 8,000
Road Construction 20,000
Supervision and Report 20,000
Contingenices @ 20% 44.000

TOTAL COST OF PHASE III S264.000

TOTAL COST OF EXPLORATION PROGRAM 8342.100
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INTRODUCTION

Since the September 6, 1983 report, Norman Resources Ltd. has continued its 

work program in the Hemlo area of Ontario. An airborne survey consisting of 

helicopter borne electromagnetic and magnetic instrumentation was flown over the 

property. The results have indicated some interesting trends that are worthy of 

more work. Also in the area, new information has been released on the adjacent 

property to the north that demonstrates the need to re-evaluate the Norman 

property.

At the request of the Directors, the September 12, 1983 report is being 

updated to reflect the new developments on the Norman property, the new data 

available on the adjacent property to the north and to re-adjust the budget 

which, based on other work in the area in similar geological environments, is no 

longer realistic.

This update to the February 28, 1984 report has been requested from the 

writer by the Directors to reflect new information on the property. Since 

February some of the claims have become the subject of a dispute due to 

overstaking. The claims in question are not geologically critical claims, but 

the overall budget will have to reflect less area to investigate.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The information contained in this Addendum was obtained from private 

reports listed in the Bibliography. Technical data has been available from 

neighboring properties through assessment files. Project supervision on the 

Qued Resources Corp. property has been conducted by OreQuest Consultants Ltd.
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and field crews were supplied by Manwa Exploration Ltd. Property operators on 

the Baylore Resources Limited property are OreQuest Consultants Ltd. 

Recommendations in this report are based on the private reports, project 

management of the Norman, Baylore and Qued properties, personal communication 

with the District Geologist, the Thunder Bay Mining Recorder and published 

documentation on the Hemlo deposits.

CLAIM STATUS

The Norman Resources Ltd. property consists of 20 contiguous, unpatented 

mineral claims which encompass approximately 800 acres. The claims are 

registered in the company's name and have a 1985 expiry date pending government 

approval of applied assessment credit.

The claims are as follows:

Claim Number

TB 644056-644060 
TB 644065-644066 
TB 644204-644207 
TB 644214-644221 
TB 644099

Total

(5) 
(2) 
(4) 
(8) 
(l)

Expiry Date

September 30, 1985 * 
September 30, 1985 * 
September 30, 1985 
September 30, 1985 
September 30, 1985 *

* These claims are under dispute. See Figure 1.

In May, 1984, an overstaking dispute was filed on the 8 northern claims. 

The overstaking will be contested by the company.
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GEOLOGY

Geological mapping and sampling on the adjacent properties to the west 

(Baylore Resources Ltd,) and to the north {Qued Resources Ltd.) have uncovered 

several trends that are important to the Norman property.

The first area of interest is near Line 2+OOE, Station 8+50N. 

Unfortunately, this area is covered by the overstaking. Further investigations 

will begin in the event the dispute is settled in Norman's favor. An 

intermediate foliated tuff of andesitic composition is intruded by a quartz 

feldspar porphyry. Associated with this area is a weak gold geochemical 

anomaly. On the property to the west, along the same geological trend, weak 

gold geochemical anomalies are also present. Trenching will be required to 

determine any sources of the weak gold anomalies. The area is unfortunately 

predominately covered by overburden. An I.P. survey followed by a trenching 

program, are recommended for this area.

The second area of interest is the felsic metavolcanic trend that bisects 

the central portion of the property between L 1+OOE, Stations 2+OON to 4+OON and 

L 14-H30E, Stations 2+OOS to 6+50S. This area will be the focus of the 

exploration program during the summer field season. Mapping and sampling along 

the same geological trend on the Baylore ground (to the west) has discovered 

quartz eye crystal tuff containing barium mica (oellacherite), tourmaline 

crystals, pyrite mineralization and minor hematization. This type of geology is 

remarkably similar to the descriptions given to the footwall of the Teck-Corona 

deposit (George Patterson, personal communication). The crystal tuff 

occurrences were discovered along L 0+00, Station 4+17 North, approximately 100
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metres west of the Norman property in the same geological environment as seen on 

the Norman property. At Line 3-^OOE, Station 1+75N on the Norman property is an 

occurrence mapped as a siliceous-quartz eye sericitic flow that is equivalent to 

the quartz eye crystal tuff seen on Baylore. This favourable geological trend, 

illustrated in Figure l, extends through the middle of the Norman property. 

Unfortunately, the area of outcrop is poor. Overburden cover, estimated to be 

between 3 to 10 metres thick, dominates the trend. Outcrop is estimated to be 

only l-5*fc. A great deal of trenching will be required, more trenching than was 

originally estimated in the Phase II budget.

On the Qued property to the north, recent trenching in the mafic volcanics 

similar to those mapped in the overstaked portion of the Norman property have 

revealed an iron rich interflow sediment. Within this sediment is a 5 metre 

trenched section that has returned values of .012 to .081 oz/ton gold. The 

interflow sediment is a 15 metre thick sequence sandwiched between a massive 

crudely laminated mafic flow. Intruded into the sediment are quartz feldspar 

porphyries. Norman Resources contains similar occurrences within the mafic 

metavolcanics both in the overstaked area and in the uncontested area. 

Laminated sericitic layers and quartz feldspar porphyries occur in the central 

portion of the property (in the area of uncontested claims), close to the 

contact with the felsic volcanic unit that contains lithological similarities to 

the Teck-Corona footwall zone. Again overburden and swamps cover favourable 

areas of the property. Detailed lithogeochemical sampling in the mafic 

volcanics, the felsic volcanics and along the contact zone are necessary. To 

facilitate the re-evaluation of the property more trenching and geophysics (to 

be discussed in the next section) are warranted.
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The possibility exists that the mineralized section seen on Qued, has been 

repeated on the Norman ground, As well, the probability of a completely new 

mineralized system cannot be overlooked and will have to be investigated in the 

Phase II work program.

GEOPHYSICS

Aerodat Limited has flowwn the Norman property utilizing a three frequency 

HEM and VLF electromagnetic system, a magnetometer and a radar positioning 

device. A total of 27.6 line kilometers (17.2 line miles) was flown over the 

property at a 100 metre line spacing.

The survey shows two strong northwest-southwest trending EM conductors in 

the central portion of the property. (A third conductor lies in the northeast 

corner of the property paralleling the same geological trend. This conductor 

continues onto the Qued property, but is now the subject of overstaking) and 

therefore will not completely be investigated until the dispute is settled.

The two conductors in the central portion of the property may reflect 

bedrock according to the authors of the geophysical report. According to the 

author (Hogg) these types of conductors are indicative of faults or shear or 

possibly minor disseminated mineralization. He also states that:

"Gold, as a result of its low concentration and certain base metal 
sulphides due to poor electrical conduction, cannot be expected to 
produce a high conductance anomaly. Accessory conductive 
mineralization may produce a recognizable response, and indirectly 
provide an electromagnetic signature. Similarly, a fault or shear 
zone, favourable to mineral emplacement, may be identified by
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electrolytic, as opposed to mineral, conductivity.

The interpreted bedrock conductor axes deserve ground follow up 
consideration as zones potentially favourable to gold mineralization. 
Those of higher conductance may warrant investigation as potential 
base metal sulphide targets".

The conductors lie in an area of favourable geology, the contact area of 

the interpreted Corona style quartz eye crystal tuff and the mafic volcanics 

with possible interflow sediments. One of the conductors follows the trend of 

the "shear" reported in September 6, Norman Resources report. Not enough 

exposure of this "shear" is available to allow any conclusions to be drawn. 

More work is warranted along the conductors including detailed geological and 

geophysical investigations to determine the sources of the conductors.

The third conductor, in the disputed claims, trends from the Qued claims to 

the Norman property and has been investigated in more detail on the Qued claims. 

Qued has completed regional induced polarization (I.P.) surveys on this 

conductor and has discovered a strong anomaly that is coincident with the 

airborne EM conductor, a geochemical anomaly and the contact between felsic and 

mafic metavolcanic rocks. Qued is planning a detailed trenching and a 

preliminary drilling program beginning in late winter of 1984.

Qued has recently completed a 10 kilometer I.P. survey. The survey was 

successful in outlining three target areas, one of which was trenched and 

produced the gold values discussed in the geological section of this report. 

The I.P. has proven a valuable tool in searching for deposits in the Hemlo camps 

and has been used extensively by the three major players in the Hemlo camp
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(Teck-Corona, Golden Sceptre-Noranda and Lac Minerals). Qued has only just 

begun its I.P. coverage, more lines are planned to extend the known anomalies. 

To date 818,000 has been spent on the I.P. survey, at least the same amount is 

planned for the next stage of exploration. The Norman budget calls for 812,000 

to be spent on I.P. and airborne geophysical surveys. To date approximately 

83,000 has been spent on the airborne leaving only 89,000 for the I.P. survey. 

Since the target on Norman is similar to the Qued target, more I.P. will be 

necessary as part of the Phase II budget.

CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDED PROGRAM

Work to date on the Norman property, supplemented by the work done on Qued 

Resources Corp. to the north and Baylore Resources Ltd. to the west, has 

demonstrated that the Norman property lies in a favourable geological belt that 

requires detailed Phase II work to properly evaluate the claim block.

Several areas of the property warrant detailed examinations. Trenching, 

detailed geological mapping, and sampling are required in the felsic volcanics 

that lie along trend from the quartz eye crystal tuff located immediately west 

of the property boundary. Detailed work is also necessary in the area of the 

quartz eye porphyries and laminated sericitic layers within the mafic volcanic 

in the east-central portion of the claims. Detailed investigation of the EM 

anomaly in the northeast corner of the property along trend of the Qued I.P. and 

in the northwestern corner where anomalous gold values were discovered, in the 

event the dispute is settled in favor of Norman Resources Ltd.

Phase II should consist of a 20 kilometer reconnaissance I.P. survey (50
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metre separation) on the property. Detailed I.P. (25 metre separation) in 

anomalous areas is recommended, but exact locations and distances will not be 

known until the reconnaissance I.P. is completed. This survey should be done on 

the overstaked claims as well as the uncontested claims. No detailed I.P. will 

be done on the overstaked claims unless the dispute is favorably settled. The 

regional I.P. should be done on the disputed claims as it is more cost efficient 

to complete the entire survey, as well the information obtained from the survey 

will be useful as background information for the dispute. Trenching and 

sampling is recommended in areas outlined in this report, especially in critical 

volcanic contact areas and on selected I.P. anomalies discovered during Phase 

II.

Phase III is contingent upon encouraging results from Phase II. Phase III 

would consist of a diamond drilling program, testing target areas discovered in 

Phase II.



COST ESTIMATES 

PHASE II

Reconnaissance I.P. Suurvey - 17 km @ 1,000/km S 17,000
Detailed I.P. Survey - say 3.5 km @ 2,400/km 8,400
Trenching - 75 hours @ SlOO/hour 7,500
Wages - Geologist - 15 days @ 8350/day 5,250

- Assistant - 30 days @ 8150/day 4,500
Supplies 4,000
Camp Costs - 90 days @ 855/day 4,950
Assays - 150 @ 820/sample 3,000
Supervision and Report 5,400
Contingencies @ 10 1* 6,000

TOTAL COST OF PHASE II S 66.000 

PHASE III

Diamond Drilling - 2,000 metres @ SSO/metre 8160,000
Assays 12,000
Camp Costs 8,000
Road Construction 20,000
Supervision and Report 20,000
Contingenices @ 20"fc 44.000

TOTAL COST OF PHASE III 8264.000 

TOTAL COST OF EXPLORATION PROGRAM S330.000
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